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Looking for love can be tough...In his unique, no-bullshit humoristic language, Daniel describes

the herculean effort of searching for Mrs. Right. Spanning over thousands of miles and several

years, his quest for love tackles every little-known aspect of single life. From the bizarre to the

surreal, Daniel’s encounters with the new women in his life will leave readers crying, gasping,

and laughing for more.



Grady Harp, “‘There is true love. You only need some luck to find it’. Israeli author Daniel

Stukalin served as a paratrooper in the military, and became a military reporter for Bamachane

magazine among others. After technical training he became a Service Engineer for hi-tech

companies and a safety consultant. His initial publication was CLOSURE, and now he offers A

DIZZYING SEARCH, translated from the Hebrew by Eyal Michaeli. Daniel provides his own

illustrations for his book.In the Introduction, Daniel shares his sad life from childhood to the

present – ‘I tried in every way possible to get rid of the oppressive loneliness that had clung to

me since childhood. I forced myself to be nice. I adapted to disgusting situations, in which I felt

fake. Anything just not to be alone, not to revisit the stifling sense of abandonment I had

experienced in the past…In my quest to find the woman of my life, I had initiated nine hundred

and sixty-seven phone calls for a first date. I had met two hundred and sixty-nine women face

to face and went out with one hundred and seven of them for varying lengths of time. Almost

every woman I met told me, “You could write a book about everything you’ve gone through.” For

them, this thought stopped here, but I went into dating detox and spent my newly freed up time

writing….It was a challenging method, surpassing any psychological therapy or self-awareness

workshop. It was painful. It was exhausting. Alone in front of my laptop, I extracted memories,

shards of feelings, thoughts, and anguish that had shaped my path. I took the experiences I

had amassed and transformed them into tales of drama and romance. And this is the result…

Enjoy!’If the introduction sounds depressing, then the author has captured your attention! What

follows is a series of ‘affairs’ gone awry, or as the author’s overview states, ‘His divorce crushed

the dream of a united family, but Daniel did not give up on the dream of love. He looked for the

right woman on websites, went on dates, and never stopped searching and hoping. He

repeatedly gave love a chance. He was also repeatedly disappointed, picking up the pieces

and trying once again, determined to complete the puzzle and find the missing piece. In his

worldwide travels, Daniel met many diverse women - warm and kind-hearted women, cold and

goal-oriented ones, powerful and confident ones, and some who were still confused and

looking for their own path. This is the inner world of a man forced to roam the jungles of those

looking for love, for the first time, from a little-known angle.’ The plentiful illustrations throughout

the book add a light touchReading this book gives the sense of watching a favorite television

series: episode after episode results in food for thought - and enjoyment! Grady Harp, January

22”

Piaras, “A very entertaining and relatable read.. We all need love and a sense of security.

When a relationship is decaying or has been damaged it can be devastating. A Dizzying

Search by Daniel Stukalin is the story of a man’s dream of having a united family being

shattered by divorce. But never giving up on the hope of finding love, he searched the internet

for the ideal woman. What follows are a string of numerous attempts at trying to find love again,

followed by a string of numerous disappointments. He encounters a diversity of women during

his global travels. Warm and caring women, chilly and goal-oriented women, powerful and self-

assured women, and those who were still unsure and searching for their own path. He explains

the inner world of a man compelled to walk the ‘jungles’ of those yearning for love. While the

book reads like something straight out of a Woody Allen movie, its beginning is gloomy but

necessary in order for the reader to understand where the author was coming from.

Thoroughly enjoyed it and highly recommend it. A well-deserved five stars from me. I

voluntarily reviewed a complimentary copy of this book.”



Sofia Petrovna, “To love or not to love?. Daniel is a man in a quest for love, but it seems like he

has no luck at all. He is always open to another chance, but in the end, every story turns out to

be a tragedy. Story of my life, I guess :) We all need to go through some rough times before

finding happiness.It's amazing Daniel never gave up. His heart is constantly open and ready for

a new chance. And then he loves so much that upon feeling breakdown, his heart literally falls

apart. The love of his life left him - and he suffered through a heart attack. I felt sorry for him.

But that is exactly what I do - I fell in love too fast too soon, and then count the days to

recouperate.I cheered for Daniel's happily ever after. If he can do it, so can we.Excellent and

extremely realistic book. Special five stars for illustrations included.”

Abbigail Holmes, “Quest For Love. There are so many stories from people who want to find the

love of their life and repeatedly fail that sometimes I think that they are chasing something that

doesn't exist.Reading this book I had the same feeling. The author himself believes in love and

tries to find it. The women he meets on his quest all want the same thing - love - but for all of

them, it is a totally different thing. Sometimes I wonder if they even know what they are looking

for under the name of "love" or they all just want to be happy and think that happiness comes

from another person and not from themselves.If you want to read something funny and

relatable, this is something that will make you smile and make you think at the same time.”

Rex B., “Great introspective story!. My favorite kinds of books are those that come from lived

experience and "A Dizzying Search" fits the bill perfectly in terms of letting us in on the real-life

journey of a man in search of love. It's an easy read, kept me interested and is full of

numerous relatable scenarios for anyone searching for love the second time around and later

in life. The author's writing made me feel like I was right there with him on his dizzying search!

I also appreciated the personalized illustrations which the author created himself, further

connecting me to his story. Totally recommend this book - well written and a lot of fun!”

The book by Daniel Stukalin has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 14 people have provided feedback.
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